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Abstract

Fundamentalist religious education (RE) inculcates generalizable emotionalism and willful irrationalism that may predispose trainees to impulsivity and unquestioning prejudice, evoking violence. A universal solution to unmaking violence hence may be to propagate in RE the social meme of public commitment to more consistently use everyday reasoning regardless of our worldviews -- also known as pluralistic rationalism (plurationalism). Historical, neuroscience and sociological, and community-practices research confirms this methodological practice reduces emotive attacks and prejudice underlying violence.

INTRODUCTION

Fundamentalist religious education (RE) inculcates two psychologically compatible but socially incompatible ways of thinking -- willful irrationalism (expressed as denialism and dogmatism) and emotionalism. Using these subjective filters in conceptualizing one's perceptions and cognitions has been postulated to predispose one to impulsivity and unquestioning prejudice, which can trigger violence. RE scholars have consequently called for teaching cross-cultural study1, critical reflection (including skill in hermeneutic interpretation of one's doctrine and worldview)2, and cross-religious dialogue, including about the symbols and parables exemplifying our desired thoughts and behaviors.3 Moderators of extant interfaith groups have

---

similarly touted "facilitated civil conversation" that moves away from debate and toward asking questions, to increase our intellectual and emotional understanding of others, if not to alter our disparate worldviews.\(^4\)

But what do these different RE tactics all have in common, and how can their commonalities best be propagated memetically -- spontaneously from the ground up, rather than imposed from the top down? The common properties of these RE tactics are the same as their memetic ones -- their fundamental, practicable goal: That we accept reality, question assumptions, and master emotions; and that as a moral tenet we employ these three axiomatic practices consistently, in both our private thoughts and our social lives.\(^5\) These RE tactics remind us to simply practice living on earth as a sapient human being, whether we are religious or not.

These axiomatic practices to more sapiently comport one's existence are the three methodological embodiments of Rationalism, the "use of Reason as our chief source, test, and conduit of knowledge."\(^6\) But since the 19th-century, the term "rationalism" has become conflated with exclusionary worldviews such as atheism, secular humanism or objectivism, in an attempt to sever the lifeline between Reason and Faith. Yet rationalism is a practice, not a worldview -- both the religious and non-religious have an equal right to use Reason to more capably evaluate and live "in the world we've all inherited, whether from God or Darwin."\(^7\)

Hence a universal solution to "unmaking violence" may be to propagate in RE the social meme of public commitment to more consistently use everyday reasoning regardless of our worldviews -- the social practice also known as "pluralistic rationalism" (or "pluralism.").\(^8\)

**HYPOTHESES & EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN**

I will examine historical, neuroscience, sociological, and community-practices research to vet the argument that antipodal roles are played by fundamentalism and plurationalism in RE -- a propensity of fundamentalist RE to create violence, and a unique efficacy of plurationalism in RE to unmake violence:

**Hypothesis 1.** Fundamentalist RE, independent of context or situation, universally creates violence, by undercutting rational thoughts, actions and forms of communication.

**Hypothesis 2.** Plurationalism's practice and its memetic spread in both RE and the public square are capable of lessening practitioners' prior propensity toward denialism, dogmatism and emotionalism, as precursors of religious and generalized violence.

---


RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Historical Evidence of the Need for Pluralationalism in Fundamentalist RE

The antipode of pluralationalism among theists is, in almost every respect, a religious cult -- the epitome of fundamentalist RE. Do cults' and fundamentalist religious ideologies' diminishment of their followers' independent reasoning permit and incite violence (and submission to violence)? And do those fundamentalists who successfully moderate their more extreme RE teachings do so through the pluralationalistic practice of reasoning cogitation?

Jim Jones' People's Temple and Do's & Ti's Heaven's Gate community both practiced mass suicide, on the shared but largely unquestioned assumption that after death their souls would either journey to paradise (People's Temple) or to a paradisical extraterrestrial planet on a ship following the tail of comet Hale-Bopp (Heaven's Gate).\(^9\) These assumptions were indeed questioned by some members of each community during their final days (including in the last audio-recordings to posterity by Heaven's Gate members), but were neither acted on nor debated.

The River Road Fellowship reached a different end, due to emergent independent thinking by its most-victimized members.\(^10\) Dubbed in newscasts the "Maiden Cult," the Fellowship was an isolationist Christian fundamentalist community of tight biblical proscriptions upon work and lifestyle. Its charismatic pastor, Victor Barnard (now a fugitive wanted on 59 counts of alleged child sexual molestation, who fled for rural Washington with the bulk of his still-loyal fellowship), convinced its families to donate 10 of their female children to serve him as "virginal maidens" at his isolated "Shepherd's Camp," where for the next decade he sexually abused them (in some cases with the explicit blessing of their parents, who believed the pastor was an anointed prophet of God). A few "maidens" and Fellowship members publicly abandoned the cult after questioning their doctrine's and pastor's contradictions, as highlighted in a *Star Tribune* editorial (by this author):

"As pluralistic rationalists, we feel both sympathy and admiration for the escape of Lindsay Tornambe and another woman from the religious cult that trapped their families... But also as pluralists -- both theists and atheists who commit to more consistently use everyday reasoning, regardless of our worldviews -- we know their escape wasn't simply from a religion, but from something so insidious it traps many of us. That evil was identified by Lindsay herself: 'We didn't really have a chance to think for ourselves.'"\(^11\)

Fundamentalist Christian U.S. politicians recently enjoined Ugandan Christian ministers and politicians to legislate religious dogma-based laws that criminalized, with life imprisonment, the

---


\(^11\) Burton F. (2014). The real power is in independent thinking. Minneapolis *Star Tribune* (Commentary), Apr 17, www.startribune.com/opinion/letters/255571071.html?page=all&prepage=1&c=y#continue
practice or support of consensual adult homosexual behavior. This religious fundamentalist movement triggered murders, tortures, and unjustified incarcerations of members of LGBT Ugandans and their human-rights supporters. Uganda's opprobrium against its LGBT members was fueled by fundamentalist disinformation (e.g., homosexuals are pedophiles; homosexuality is the only way to spread AIDS; sexual preference is a choice and thus evil rebelliousness against God) and by the Ugandan President's, religious leaders' and public's unwillingness to question or vet those false assumptions.

Religious violence by ISIS ("Islamic State of Iraq and Syria") isn't being sustained contextually or situationally, but universally, by fundamentalist RE suppressing reasoned thought and communication: Youths are being recruited to fight for "the real deal" -- a "Great Islamic Caliphate" -- by radicalized local fundamentalist recruiters and professional, emotionally-compelling YouTube ads, which have attracted young ISIS and al-Shabab fighters from many nations and cultures, including converted Christians; women, parents and their adolescent children; and in the U.S. Midwest not just Somali-Americans but Caucasian-Americans and African-Americans. ISIS has also transformed childhood education in its conquered cities. According to an ISIS defector, the first step of ISIS' fundamentalist schooling is depriving children of the tool of independent reasoning:

"Philosophy is prohibited. They canceled it as a kind of blasphemy." 

ISIS' religious violence and misogyny isn't imbedded in the Qur'an, which preaches non-aggression to peaceful unbelievers and supports using one's intellect and mind ('aql) and one's
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critical reflection, or "inner struggle" (ijtihad) to counterbalance religious obedience (taqlid) and calls to defensive holy war (jihad).

The horrors being committed by the nominal Muslims of ISIS differ in context from those committed by the nominal Christians of the Ugandan anti-gay mobs, River Road Fellowship, and People's Temple, or earlier nominal Christians of the Ku Klux Klan, the Nazi German Christian party, or U.S. abortion-clinic and gay nightclub bombers; as well as from the horrors committed by the nominal New Age Spiritualists of Heaven's Gate, or the nominal Atheists of the communist parties of Russia, China, Cambodia and North Korea. But all these horrors are in their essential aspect one horror: The horror of universally teaching our fellow sapients to blind themselves to the light of reality, to bow beneath the weight of falsehoods, and to bare their stampeding emotions. This one horror is the absolute evil of willful irrationalism -- "anti-sapience."

Neuroscience Evidence of the Utility of Plurationalist Practices in Unmaking Violence

Neurobiology studies show that correlates of plurationalism (reasoning with emotional integration) counter correlates of predisposition to violence: Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during tasks to control impulsivity shows less facile volitional prefrontal cortex activity (executive reasoning) and less cortical-limbic communication (integration of reasoning with emotional perceptions) in subjects diagnosed with antisocial or borderline personality disorders, and criminal psychopaths. Among normal subjects, one's judgment of what is moral becomes impaired while transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) suppresses one's temporoparietal cortex, the cortical region that provides one's understanding of other peoples' mental and emotional states. Modern dialogue formats, as detailed later, now encourage discusants to practice integrating their volitional reasoning with their emotions and empathetic "mirror-neuron" brain circuits, by listening and questioning instead of emotively arguing.

Sociological Evidence of the Utility of Plurationalist Practices in Unmaking Violence

Some plurationalist methods are institutionally endorsed by a few modern religions or secular communities. The Baha'i Faith emphasizes acceptance but rational vetting of all prior religions' beliefs.

26 Harvard Pluralism Project (2012), op. cit.
holy books and prophets ("sequential revelation"). Its followers consequently reject jihad and other forms of religious violence. Among secular groups, declared Atheists tout neuroscience-and/or reason-based ethics as their guide to personal moral behavior (although some atheists still engage in non-pluralistic, emotive ad hominem communication tactics against theists).

Hence one way to determine whether plurationalist practices have historically unmade violence would be to compare the percentage of Baha’i and declared Atheists among convicted violent criminals, relative to their percentage within the general U.S. population. The U.S. Bureau of Federal Prisons, which houses mostly violent criminals (murderers, rapists and thieves), performed such a study for all religious adherents as well as declared atheists:

Declared Atheists represent 0.7% to 1.6% of the U.S. general population but only 0.07% of the U.S. federal prison population -- hence Atheists are 10- to 20-fold under-represented among violent criminals. 27 Similarly, 0.05% of the U.S. population but only 0.0005% of the U.S. federal prison population (only one inmate) is Baha’i -- a 100-fold under-representation among violent criminals. In contrast, Catholics, Protestants, Christians, Jews, and Buddhists are roughly proportionately represented between U.S. and criminal populations, while Muslims are 7- to 10-fold over-represented in the violent criminal population compared to their U.S. population. 28 These data imply that the Baha’i Faith’s and Atheism’s uniquely institutionalized plurationalist practices inhibit generalized criminal violence, apart from their ethical injunctions shared with other religions; and that other religions’ practicing, to variable extremes, of fundamentalist irrationalism creates generalized criminal violence, in spite of their ethical injunctions.

Community-Practices Evidence of the Utility of Pluralism in Unmaking Violence

The 1989-founded Public Conversations Project (PCP) is a family therapy-inspired "deliberate dialogue" program that substitutes emotive debate with first-person testimony and empathetic listening. 29,30 The Circle of Reason (COR), founded in 2000, is the first international society for plurationalism, whose diverse theists, atheists, conservatives and liberals believe in public commitment to more consistently use everyday reasoning regardless of their different worldviews. 31 These organizations respectively sponsor "facilitated civil conversations" and "transbelief reasoning dialogues" that share some pluralistic practices, but not all. 32,33 Their

27 Mehta H. (2013). What Percentage of Prisoners are Atheists? It's a Lot Smaller Than We Ever Imagined. The Friendly Atheist (Patheos), July 16, www.patheos.com/blogs/friendlyatheist/2013/07/16/what-percentage-of-prisoners-are-atheists-its-a-lot-smaller-than-we-ever-imagined/?webSyncID=aec7a405-09b4-9c19-a2d0-bc7597a113b9&sessionGUID=ec6680cb-74a2-2e3b-7200-60692a7388e1#disqus_thread
similarities? Civility (no ad hominem fallacies); non-leading questions (to encourage understanding the facts, assumptions and emotions undergirding others' views); no "You people" statements (strawman fallacies); and relationship building from increased understanding of the other's worldview. Their differences? Pluralism's encouraging debate (as long as it's reasoning, i.e., employs facts, questions and vets assumptions, and refrains from insults); and pluralism's memetic potential to propagate as an individual and social practice beyond its use solely for invited dialogues.34, 35 For example, the influence of PCP-like dialogues is often limited to the dialogue events themselves, a potential shortcoming in scope noted by Chakraverti:

"Conflict resolution practitioners repeatedly find that when people return from an encounter in which they have shifted their way of relating to their adversaries and to the issues that lie between them and their adversaries, they are faced with the choice to be 'different,' with all the challenges that brings, or to revert to the dominant and stuck conflict understanding of their group. This indicates one of the limitations of dialogue, even when dialogue groups are large. Rarely can dialogue reach large proportions of a population." 36

In contrast, pluralism is not itself a top-down dialogue practice like PCP, but a bottom-up public meme -- with the consequent potential for broader scope and influence (although perhaps only over multiple generations), through individuals spontaneously adopting pluralism's practices to improve their personal lives and local society.

Regardless of their sponsors' long-term potential for broader social influence, both the diverse attendees of COR's transbelief reasoning dialogues and the invitees of PCP dialogues -- including two descendant programs, the Minnesota Council of Churches' adult "Respectful Conversations Project" (RCP) and the Minneapolis YMCA's teen "Racial Justice Facilitation" (RJF) program -- show reduced verbal aggression, predisposing to unmaking violence:

In Boston, Massachusetts, PCP detected within its participants less irrationalism in the form of less emotive verbal antagonism, a feeder of social violence. As recounted by its attendees and by PCP Facilitator Trainer and Harvard and St. Paul, Minnesota, Luther Seminary Professor Mary Hess, long-term participants in a pro-life vs. pro-choice PCP dialogue became both "strengthened in their own worldview and more respectful of others' worldviews [italics mine]." 37

Rich Cowles, a Minneapolis, Minnesota, facilitator of the recent PCP-inspired adult RCP and teen RJF dialogue groups, noted that by supplanting debate with "focusing on how people came to their views, and how they became part of participants' value systems," and by striving "not to

change minds but to develop mutual understanding on issues through *human* connection and *civil* conversation," many participants expressed "chagrin that they've laughed at 'jokes' [about others] they *no longer* find funny [italics mine]."^38

Two COR-sponsored transbelief reasoning dialogues recommended by the Harvard Pluralism Project as a "Promising Practice" are the Twin Cities' 2009-founded "theist + atheist" Secular Bible Study (SBS) and the 2010-founded pluralalist "nature walk & transbelief reasoning dialogue" group First Minneapolis Circle of Reason (FMCOR).^39 After their theist and atheist members participated long-term with the St. Paul, Minnesota, Council of Churches' interfaith dialogue group, the Council of Churches became the first in the country to change its dialogue group's name from "interfaith" to "interbelief," to become more inclusive to secular humanists and atheists with no religious faith but philosophical or ethical beliefs.^40,41

These Twin Cities community-practice outcomes reveal that "family therapy" rules-based or more overtly pluralalist practices-based public reasoning dialogues reduce participants' propensity toward prejudice, anger, aggressive and emotive verbal antagonism, and exclusionary tribalism -- precursors of religious and generalized violence.

How do the public reasoning dialogues of PCP, RCP, RJF, and COR-sponsored SBS and FMCOR succeed in unmaking these precursors of violence? Because, COR contends, they are public exemplars of the one *moral* tenet of pluralalism -- that as sapient beings we should all consistently strive to be objective, open-minded and equitable, rather than subjective, close-minded and emotional, regardless of our disparate worldviews:

"*Reason is not a tribe; it is the only way to enlighten all tribes.*
*Reason is not a speech; it must be the air that carries all speech.*
*Reason is not for an elite; it must be for all.*"^42

Perhaps of broader importance to our species' and Earth's ultimate survival, pluralalism as a social initiative not only encourages us to practice reasoning in our *external* dialogues, but to practice reasoning in our *internal* dialogues. To commit ourselves to accept, in *every* aspect of our thoughts and lives, that:

"*What is, is; what is not, is not; and what is or is not, is paramount.*"^43

---


CONCLUDING REMARKS

Qualitative historical data confirm fundamentalist (religious or secular) education, in proportion to its level of irrationalism, creates religious and generalized violence.

Whither then RE? To the extent that fundamentalist RE discourages using facts, questioning assumptions, and mastering emotionalism, it licenses ideological, verbal and physical usurpation of others' free reasoning will -- all forms of aggressive violence. Major tactics of fundamentalist RE (as well as of secular "anti-theism") include emotive domination, including ad hominem invective, which inculcates prejudice and impulsiveness justifying violence. (The cherished Golden Rule conveniently no longer applies to those we call subhuman.) Pluralists consider an insult to be fundamentally immoral, because it undercuts listeners' rationality; and suggest we start questioning our moral comfort with our verbal jabs. Also, pluralists question the presumption that religious violence is sustained contextually and situationally. Rather, they maintain it is sustained universally, by too-ideological RE -- that RE must face the conundrum that it seeks to extinguish flames it itself kindles by encouraging its trainees to accept ideological worldviews without encouraging (or often even tolerating) their trainees' rational human impulse to question and yet them. Nor is this conundrum limited to RE, but applies more broadly -- to intolerance of religion by secular anti-theism, and to economic or political extremism. The war between rationality and irrationality belongs not to religion, or to any ideology. It belongs to each human being.

Quantitative neurological and sociological research and community-practice sources confirm that pluralistic practices unmake precursors of violence.

Whither then pluralism? Distinct from secular humanism, Rand's objectivism, or atheism, which conflate "rationalism" with naturalist or anti-theist worldviews, pluralism (also called "methodological rationalism")\(^{44}\) considers rationalism a practice, not a worldview -- thus practicable both for the non-religious and the religious. This social movement, as a meme, simply encourages "reality's acceptance, assumption's denial, and emotion's mastery" (i.e., the practice of reasoning thinking, behavior and communication in all people, irrespective of their worldviews); and simply discourages denials of reality, unquestioned assumptions (potentially false realities), and emotive arguments or actions (dissociation from reality), including discouraging ad hominem insults as immoral.\(^{45}\) Hence pluralism predicts that religious (and secular) parents and educators, by espousing the simple practice of reasoning regardless of what worldviews they also teach, will reduce and someday eliminate the societal consequences of welcoming denialism, dogmatism, and emotionalism to the parlor rooms of civil society. By removing our religious sanction for irrationalism, we will help eliminate its inevitable sequelae


of war, corruption, discrimination, despoilment and poverty, attaining humanity's next major step in moral evolution: To deserve the name Homo sapiens, "Wise Humans."
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